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ABSTRACT

This paper analyzes the implementation of mobile devices and the Ultimate Drill Book
mobile application (UDBapp) in the Pennsylvania State University Marching Blue Band for
learning marching movements during the 2018-19 performing season. Prior to the introduction of
mobile devices, marching movements were learned using paper sheets. Through survey data and
observation, the impact of the digital tools for learning marching movements are evaluated and
can be used as the basis for continued research. This paper explores elements of mobile learning,
a transition from paper to screen-based learning, and the potential for increased fidelity in a
collegiate marching band setting. This topic was envisioned to illustrate how the introduction of
technological tools in a traditionally non-technological activity can impact traditional learning
processes and users’ perceptions of learning. Based on the data from this study, the perceptions
of the transition to mobile learning among participants were favorable towards beneficial
learning outcomes more often than not.
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Introduction

Opportunities and challenges are emerging as educational institutions transition away
from traditional teaching methods (Yousef, 2013; Hashemi et a., 2011; Rossing et al., 2012). One
of the core components of this evolution is the rapid advancement of technology and
proliferation of mobile devices. This realization has given rise to several fields of research, one
of which being mobile learning; and, through its adoption, will “have significant implications for
the future of teaching and learning” (Wakefield & Smith, 2012).

Taken from the perspective of the Pennsylvania State University Marching Blue Band,
this paper aims to explore the perceptions of users’ experiences regarding their transition from
paper to screen-based tools for learning their marching movements for a field show. A handful of
other band programs have shifted towards this technology-enabled model in recent years, but no
conclusive research has been conducted that illustrates their findings. This paper is a means of
filling this gap in research.

One of the core components of a college’s spirit and a staple during college football
games is the marching band. Across the United States, there are hundreds of marching bands that
vary in style and performance, but they all have one characteristic in common, and that is the
necessity for the band members to learn their choreographed movements for a field show.

As a collaborative activity, marching band members face many challenges and must be
aware of how their role in a show contributes to the bigger picture. This consists of stepping off
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at the right time, traveling in the proper pathway, taking an equal sized step to the next position,
and dressing a formation upon arrival. A majority of the time, this must all be accomplished
while playing music (with proper intonation, dynamics, and style), watching for director cues,
and observing how surrounding individuals are moving with respect to a member’s position.
Coupled with other nuances like the occasional horn flare and dance movements, marching band
members have a lot to process and execute during a performance. As such, with so many
variables and the collective efforts of sometimes hundreds of individuals, the margin of error for
marching bands is extremely small, and one small miscue can spell disaster for an entire
formation. As such, it is critically important for members to understand and learn their
movements in a clear and concise way.

Traditionally, marching movements (commonly referred to as drill), is learned by
interpreting a collection of paper sheets (or dot sheets) depicting still formations (also known as
sets) with text indicating the number of counts it will take from one formation to the next and a
specified movement type (e.g., forward march, backward march, follow the leader). However,
with the advancements of technology, several marching bands have opted to forgo this traditional
method in favor of utilizing mobile devices with specially developed applications to help
members learn their marching drill, in essence an application of mobile learning.

The implementation of these technological tools in a historically non-technological
activity opens the door to various opportunities not previously capable through the use of
traditional methods. In today’s ever-evolving digital world, the need for organizations to raise
the bar and innovate beyond their competition is crucial for prolonged success. Marching bands
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are no different, and given the short time to produce a single show (often one week), the desire to
outscore rival bands in competition settings, and consistently satisfy fan bases, there is a
substantial need to improve essential operational processes.
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Literature Review

The following section is an overview of relevant literature pertaining to the contents of
this thesis. While no body of literature has been published regarding the specific context of my
study, it does incorporate elements of well-established principles of technology and learning that
can be applied to support my work. The topics researched include concepts of mobile learning,
mobile learning in higher education, paper versus screen-based learning, and fidelity as it relates
to users’ perceptions of learning.

Mobile Learning
According to a 2018 Pew research study, 77% of Americans own a smartphone, up from
35% of Americans in 2011. In addition to mobile phones, “nearly three quarters of U.S. adults
now own desktop or laptop computers, while roughly half now own tablet computers and around
one-in-five own e-reader devices.” It is no question that the adoption of mobile devices has
drastically increased as our society continues to develop in our ever-evolving digital world. This
is especially true for younger generations, of which 94% of Americans ages 18-24 own a
smartphone.

In education, Cobcroft et al. (2006) claim that the high exposure of mobile devices has
evolved a new breed of students, ‘natives’, “who think and process information fundamentally
differently from their predecessors, the ‘immigrants’, whose interaction with these tools is not
innate.” Coupled with rapid developments in information and communications technologies
(ICT), there is a need for learning institutions to continuously reevaluate their approaches to
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pedagogy, thus presenting an opportunity to redefine and transform our educational paradigms
(Cobcroft et al., 2006; Yousef, 2013). Hashemi et al. (2011) propose that the introduction of
mobile learning in educational environments can be a vital factor for learning among young
adults where traditional methods have failed. In addition, the flexibility of mobile learning
(indoors or outdoors, formal or informal) promotes individual accountability among students to
lead their own learning at least part of the way.

In order to define mobile learning and its implications in education, it is imperative to
define the construct from which it was derived: E-Learning. Yousef (2013) defines E-Learning
as “any dissemination of educational knowledge over the Internet.” Yousef claims that mobile
learning is a subset of E-Learning that focuses on the utilization of mobile devices to support
teaching and learning. More so, mobile learning “focuses on the mobility of the learner,
interacting with portable technologies, and learning that reflects a focus on how society and its
institutions can accommodate and support an increasingly mobile population.” John Traxler also
explores the definition and evolution of mobile learning, stating that mobile learning is not just a
conjunction of ‘mobile’ and ‘learning’, but rather implicitly meaning ‘mobile E-Learning’. As
such, Traxler defines mobile learning as “the provision of education and training on
PDAs/palmtops/handhelds, smartphones and mobile phones” (Traxler, 2011).

Several studies have synthesized literature illustrating the benefits and challenges of
mobile learning. Cobcroft et al. (2006) believe that mobile learning can support students’
learning and engagement by helping them develop creative, collaborative, communicative, and
critical thinking skills. Also, Yousef (2013) explains the importance of bringing new technology
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into the classroom and how mobile learning can fill that void to help diversify learning
opportunities, support learning processes, and potentially yield more reward learning
experiences. On the contrary, Yousef notes the challenges that emerge with the introduction of
this new educational paradigm. Such challenges include how institutions and educators can
support learning across different contexts and how to develop an appropriate learning theory for
the mobile age.

In higher education, several individuals have studied the impact that mobile devices such
as tablets have had on students’ perceptions of learning. In many instances, these studies have
been conducted to address the need to better understand the future use of mobile devices in the
classroom, in research, and in student-faculty communications due to the growing use of mobile
technology on college campuses. A study by Rossing et al. (2012) observed the opportunities,
limitations, and perceptions of student engagement regarding the implementation of Apple iPads
in an educational environment. They found that the three strongest student perceptions were that
“The iPad activity helped me connect ideas in new ways” (m = 4.343, sd = 0.792), “The iPad
activity helped me participate in the course activity in ways that enhanced my learning” (m =
4.188, sd = 0.809), and “The iPad activity helped me apply course content to solve problems” (m
= 4.092, sd = 0.8). Furthermore, the authors state that the use of mobile technology applies to
many different learning styles, provides students with boundless access to information at any
time, and aids in collaborative learning.

Furthermore, Joanne & Michael (2013) studied the advantages and frustrations of
learning from mobile devices in three universities across the United States over at least two
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semesters. The results suggested that the advantages of mobile devices for student learning
include: accessing information quickly, communication and content collaboration, a variety of
ways to learn, and situated learning. The disadvantages include anti-technology instructors in
other classes, device challenges, and devices as a distraction. Overall, the authors conclude that
students “recognized change in their learning regardless of the identified limitations.”

Another important factor identified by Joanne & Michael (2013) was the need for
instructors to lead effective ways to implement the use of mobile devices in learning
environments. A study conducted by Butcher (2016) supports and expands on this claim. Butcher
studied the implementation of Apple iPads in further education, interviewing 64 students as a
means to explore the extent of perceived learning benefits of students and teaching from the
tablets. The study displayed mixed results, as some students responded extremely
enthusiastically to the devices while others responded very unfavorably to the devices. The
identified component that directly correlated with these perceptions was the level of user
adoption and acceptance among teachers. In other words, the more technology-savvy teachers
who were open to possibilities of the technology created a positive atmosphere for their students
that in turn promoted learning, while teachers more tentative in their engagement of the
technology created a disengaged atmosphere for their students that consequently did not inspire
learning. As such, like any implementation of new technology, user acceptance and adoption is
crucial for the success and longevity of the technology.

Overall, mobile devices have a profound impact on knowledge itself and how
information is generated, owned, valued, transmitted, and consumed in society (Traxler, 2011).
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In addition, there is substantial evidence to suggest the field of mobile learning is growing and
that one of the primary challenges for mobile learning will be “the balance between facing
inwards, to develop its work, and facing outwards, to understand the context and importance of
that work” (Traxler, 2005; Traxler, 2011). And, while there is a need for future research on the
long-term significance of mobile devices in higher education (Joanne & Michael, 2013), there
will come a ‘tipping point,’ “where the uptake of mobile and wireless technologies will gain a
critical mass which compels institutions to adopt effective and efficient mobile learning plans
and approaches” (Cobcroft, 2006). It is at this point in which mobile learning will become fully
realized, and seamless integration of pedagogical approaches will be developed for institutions,
teachers, and learners. This paper will explore elements of mobile learning and expand on the
implications mobile devices can have based on users’ perceptions of learning when implemented
in a collegiate marching band.

Paper Versus Screen-based Learning and Fidelity
In the context of this study, it is also essential to understand the components of paper
versus screen-based learning and how fidelity can impact users’ perceptions of learning. Ritter,
Baxter, & Churchill (2014) explain that touch screens are innately more complicated than
standard displays since they require user input such as pressure or electrical conductance to
determine whether a screen has been touched. The authors claim that a well-designed interface
will be easy to learn and use; however, reading will be relatively slower, more error-prone, and
more fatiguing compared to paper reading (approximately 10-30% slower). They attribute this
pitfall to the lower resolution of screens (typically 250 dpi) compared to the much higher
resolution of common printers (typically 600-1,000 dpi).
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On the contrary, Myrberg & Wiberg (2015) propose an alternative theory. Through a
synthesis of relevant research and their experiences teaching students how to use mobile devices
in their education, Myrberg and Wiberg claim that the problem with screen reading is more
attributed to psychological factors rather than technological factors. Furthermore, the authors
claim that the habit and attitude of users are important factors and that users who prefer screens
can “overcome screen inferiority in learning and calibration.” This argument is further supported
by Wakefield & Smith (2012), who conducted a comparative study of two university classes
regarding the implementation of Apple iPads to observe engagement in problem-solving
activities. The study concluded, “because of the positive and collaborative environment that the
professor created, the students responded positively and acknowledged this course as
meaningful, engaging, and challenging.”

Ritter, Baxter, & Churchill (2014) also note the importance of symbols and icons,
claiming that while using icons compared to plain text is slower for searching, there is a trade-off
in that once an icon is learned, it is “easier to recognize than a word irrespective of one’s native
language and literacy level.” As such, an opportunity is presented to strike a balance between
design and intended user outcomes when designing a digital interface. In turn, due to friendlier
and more intuitive user interfaces, more native paper readers will transition to screen-based
devices (Myrberg & Wiberg, 2015).

In this study, the transition from paper to screen-based tools also presents a means of
evaluating the level of fidelity, or surface realism, of a system as it relates to users’ perceptions
of learning. Also discussed is the concept of simulation, which can be defined as
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“approximations to reality that require trainees to react to problems or conditions as they would
under genuine circumstances” (Munshi et al., 2015). Recent advancements in technology have
allowed for the development of exceptionally realistic simulations with a high degree of fidelity;
and, while many studies have found the educational value in simulations, the amount of value
derived from comparing low and high fidelity simulations remains controversial. Doozandeh &
Ritter (n.d.) devised a theory dividing what they call the ‘traditional view’ of fidelity and the
‘emergence of challenging findings’. In particular, although the traditional theory incentivizes
the development of higher fidelity systems to produce an increased transfer of learning, several
studies have demonstrated that low fidelity systems can yield similar or sometimes higher
learning outcomes (Doozandeh & Ritter, n.d.; Munshi et al., 2015). Smallman & St. John (2011)
attribute this inconsistency with what they call ‘naïve realism’, which asserts that humans are not
adept at perceiving and extracting visual information from realistic displays. In part, due to this
perception, Doozandeh and Ritter call for a new theoretical framework that deemphasizes the use
of fidelity concerning surface realism as the primary basis for design and research for training
systems.

However, it is vital to take into consideration additional variables that contribute to
varying degrees of simulation for learning transfer. Specifically, the level of fidelity of a display
must be appropriate to the task at hand and take into consideration users’ knowledge and
expectations of the system (Munshi et al., 2015; Smallman & St. John, 2011). In other words,
understanding the level of experience a user has with a system, especially for users who already
have a baseline of expertise in the field, warrants a different level of simulation for an intended
learning outcome. This claim is further supported by Myrberg & Wiberg (2015) regarding paper
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versus screen-based learning, as a user’s habit and attitude towards a system can be more of a
contributing factor to a user’s perception of learning than any technological shortcoming. These
factors are important, as my findings challenge some of the aforementioned claims. As a result, I
believe further emphasis should be placed on understanding various contributing factors that can
impact learning transfer as it relates to mobile learning, paper vs. screen-based learning, and
fidelity. As such, in accordance with my findings, I propose that an increased degree of fidelity
can heighten users’ perceptions of learning when taking into account the domain, user
expectations, and user ability levels in which the study was conducted.
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Case Background

In this section, the background concerning the Penn State Marching Blue Band and its
implementation of Apple iPads and the Ultimate Drill Book mobile application (UDBapp) for
the 2018-19 performing season is discussed. Topics include a background of the Blue Band and
its history, the Blue Band’s traditional marching drill learning process through the use of paper
sheets, and the digital marching drill learning process using mobile devices with UDBapp.

Penn State Marching Blue Band
The subject of this study is the Penn State University Marching Blue Band. The Blue
Band traces its roots back to 1899 when a six-member drum and bugle corps was formed under
the direction of student George H. Deike. In 1901, Penn State College Board of Trustees member
Andrew Carnegie donated funds to support the formation of a brass band, and by 1914, Wilfred
O. ‘Tommy’ Thompson, was appointed as the first official director of the band. In 1923, a
number of blue uniforms were purchased to replace the brown military uniforms the band wore.
However, there were not enough blue uniforms to outfit the entire band, so the uniforms were
distributed on the basis of ability and rank. This prestigious group became known as the ‘Blue
Band’. The Blue Band name is now used to represent the entire band and each member is
outfitted with the same blue uniform.

The Blue Band has had six directors throughout its history: Wilfred O. Thompson (19141939), Hummel Fishburn (1939-1947), James W. Dunlop (1947-1975), Ned C. Deihl (19751996), O. Richard Bundy (1996-2015), and current director Gregory Drane (2015-present).
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During this time, the Blue Band has made multiple appearances to various major bowl games,
including the Rose, Orange, Cotton, Sugar, and Fiesta Bowls. The Blue Band has also made
appearances at several NFL games, other prominent college football stadiums for away games,
and parades across the country including the prestigious Rose Parade. On Fall Saturdays in
Beaver Stadium, the Blue Band performs its signature pregame show featuring its trademark
Floating Lions Drill and a unique halftime show for over 100,000 energized football fans. These
halftime shows are different for every Penn State home game, and each show poses a new set of
challenges for the diverse 320-member organization.

Traditional Marching Drill Learning Process
The Blue Band’s halftime shows are composed of three movements: an opener, feature
set, and closer. Blue Band members are traditionally given paper drill packets for the opener and
closer (featured sets are stationary). These packets showcase the formations (sets) and movement
instructions for the band members as seen in Figure 1, and can contain upwards to 20 sheets of
paper and a dozen unique movements per packet. After consultation with several experts in the
field, it has been recognized that these paper drill packets have been the standard drill learning
tool for marching bands for over 50 years.
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Figure 1: Paper Drill Sheet
The Blue Band organizes members into squads of 4 to 5 individuals. Squad Leaders are
designated student leaders in the band who are assigned to lead their squad for halftime shows.
There are approximately 55 squads and Squad Leaders in the Blue Band. A single squad is
typically represented by a cluster of 4 symbols in the drill sheets: a dot, *, +, and X. Before
learning a new show, Squad Leaders write out the drill movements for their squad members from
the paper drill packets typically in the form of a spreadsheet as seen in Figure 2 and distribute the
drill movements to their squad. These spreadsheets use a shorthand nomenclature that is
relatively standardized across marching bands to signify where an individual is on the field at
any given time as well as when they move and how they will get from one set to the next.
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Figure 2: Marching Drill Spreadsheet for a Squad
After Squad Leaders distribute drill movements to their squad, squad members write their
drill movements in their music as seen in Figure 3, learn their drill in practice with their squad,
and polish all of their movements before a performance. The drill is then learned in practices set
by set through multiple repetitions until the set formations are clean and show ready. On average,
Blue Band students spend upwards of 10 hours a week during and outside of rehearsals learning
and perfecting their drill movements.

Figure 3: Marching Drill Written in Music
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The Blue Band performs a new halftime show for every Penn State home football game,
which often times occurs once every week in the fall semester. The general timeline for members
to learn a halftime show is shown in Figure 4 below. If the band has more time to learn a show,
the following milestones are stretched out accordingly.

Figure 4: General Show Learning Timeline

Digital Marching Drill Learning Process
In 2016, the Blue Band formed the Innovation and Technology Committee (ITC). The
ITC is composed of Blue Band students lead by an appointed Technology Chair, and the primary
purpose of the committee is to drive the technology initiatives of the band and develop tangible
and innovative technology-based solutions to improve the overall efficiency of the band. Upon
recognizing the potential of tablets in marching bands by observing fellow bands in the Big Ten,
the Blue Band and ITC decided to acquire 25 Apple iPad Air 2s through the College of Arts and
Architecture at Penn State. The iPads have plenty of features and access to applications that can
assist in the band’s everyday operations. Such applications include tuners, metronomes, and apps
that allow access to the band’s digital file storage.
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Since the acquisition of the iPads, the band has used the devices to assist in taking photos
of band members for the band’s registration day and for scanning uniform barcodes for the
band’s uniform day. However, their utilization on the practice field had not been realized until
the 2018-19 season. During this time, Ultimate Drill Book, a company founded by a former Blue
Band member aimed at improving the way marching bands learn drill, contacted the Blue Band
staff. Ultimate Drill Book offers several solutions to assist marching bands, one of which being
their mobile application, UDBapp. This application is used by several of the nation’s most
prominent marching ensembles to help members learn their marching drill, and the Blue Band
acquired licenses for the band’s iPads as well as every band members’ personal device for the
2018-19 season.

UDBapp pulls its data from Pyware, a drill writing software that many marching bands,
including the Blue Band, use to write their marching drill. UDBapp provides a variety of features
that the Blue Band’s ordinary paper charts cannot, specifically the ability to view drill
movements in an animated format similar to the way they would appear in the actual show.
Additional features include syncing show music with drill animations as well as viewing a
member’s direction of travel for every set during a show, their exact coordinates on the field for
every set during a show, their step size between sets, and the number of counts they will take to
the next set. A screenshot of the UDBapp interface can be seen in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: UDBapp Drill Interface
This new learning process also changes the traditional responsibilities of Squad Leaders.
Specifically, since every band member will use the application, an emphasis is placed promoting
individual accountability to learn one’s drill movements. As such, there will no longer be a need
for Squad Leaders to derive drill movements and coordinates from paper sheets, condense the
information into a spreadsheet, and have their squad members write detailed drill instructions in
their music. Rather, the Squad Leader role will evolve and carry new responsibilities such as
facilitating application training for their squad members and promoting good drill learning
practices.

The following contents of this paper are meant to illustrate the differences these two
marching drill learning methods had on the Blue Band during the band’s 2018-19 season, and
offer feedback on the results of the study for further research and development.
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Methodology

For this study, I utilized the data collected from a feedback survey developed by the Blue
Band ITC regarding the Blue Band’s usage of iPads and UDBapp for the 2018-19 season. The
survey was developed using Google Forms and sent to band members via the band’s Facebook
group at the conclusion of the 2018-19 performance season. Survey participants were instructed
to fill out the questionnaire as completely and as honestly as possible, though they were
permitted to leave certain questions blank if they wish. This survey aimed to help the Blue Band
ITC and directors better understand how to best utilize iPads and UDBapp in the future to
enhance the overall Blue Band user experience. For this study, the survey responses are used to
better understand the effects mobile devices have on the drill learning process compared to
paper-based tools in a collegiate marching band.

Participants
The participants in this study are college students enrolled at the Pennsylvania State
University who were members of the Penn State Marching Blue Band during the 2018-19
season. For the 2018-19 season, 26 students elected to use one of the band’s iPads via an interest
survey sent out to band members early in the season, and 269 students created UDB accounts in
order to use UDBapp. After the performing season, the Blue Band ITC sent out a feedback
survey regarding the band’s usage of iPads and UDBapp throughout the season. This survey
received 41 responses and the information collected was used as the data for this study.
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The iPad and UDBapp feedback survey received a representative amount of responses
regarding participants’ class standing (Figure 6), year in Blue Band (Figure 7), section (Figure
8), and applicable leadership position(s) (Figure 9). For the reader’s understanding, the general
responsibilities of student leadership positions within the Blue Band are described as follows:

Guide
Guide Leaders are experienced marchers and role models assigned to lead a rank of
typically 17 members of their section. Guides also act as Squad Leaders and assist in
administrative tasks such as attendance, music memorization check-offs, uniform
inspection, and distribution of information.
Squad Leader
Squad Leaders instruct their squad for the learning of halftime shows.
Music Section Leader
Music Section Leaders conduct music sectionals for their section.
Captain
A Captain is the primary leader specific only to the drumline, majorette, and silk sections.
Officer
Officers are elected or appointed operational leaders for the band (e.g., President,
Secretary, Librarian).
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Figure 6: Class Standing of Survey Participants

Figure 7: Year in Blue Band of Survey Participants
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Figure 8: Section Affiliation of Survey Participants

Figure 9: Leadership Position(s) Held by Survey Participants
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Due to the balanced representation of survey participants relative to the band’s
demographic makeup, no outstanding measure would suggest a bias towards a particular class
standing, section, year in band, or leadership status within the band while analyzing the collected
survey data.

Procedure
The Blue Band’s 2018-19 season consisted of seven unique halftime shows. For the first
four shows, Blue Band members used paper drill sheets to learn their halftime drill. For the
remaining three shows, Blue Band members were encouraged to use the band’s iPads or their
personal mobile devices with UDBapp to learn their halftime drill. The Blue Band also repeated
the Higher, Faster, Louder show that was first learned using paper sheets and later learned using
the band’s iPads or members’ personal mobile devices with UDBapp. Refer below for a timeline
of the band’s implementation of iPads and UDBapp for the 2018-19 season.
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Figure 10: iPad and UDBapp Implementation Timeline
The iPad and UDBapp feedback survey consisted of 36 questions arranged in the
following categories: contact information, band demographics, mobile device with UDBapp
usage, Likert scale questions, yes or no questions, and open-ended questions as seen in Figure
11.
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Figure 11: Survey Question Categories
The Likert scale questions were designed to quantitatively assess the perception,
specifically the level of support, participants had regarding certain aspects of the band’s
implementation of iPads and UDBapp. The yes or no questions were used to understand a variety
of information about the participant, such as their familiarity with the tools used before being
introduced to them in the Blue Band or their preferences for continued usage of iPads or
UDBapp in the Blue Band. Finally, the open-ended questions were used to qualitatively
understand participants’ opinions on what they felt was effective or needs improvement
regarding the band’s implementation of iPads or UDBapp.
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Results

Mobile Device and UDBapp Usage By Show
UDBapp utilization on the band’s iPads as well as on members’ mobile devices was
prevalent for every halftime show in which they were available, with the Game of Thrones and
Happy Holidays shows receiving the most amount of UDBapp usage by mobile device type as
seen in Figure 12.

Figure 12: iPad and Personal Device with UDBapp Usage by Show
In particular, the Game of Thrones show received the highest number of responses for
UDBapp usage with iPads at nine responses, and the Higher, Faster, Louder shows received the
fewest number of responses for UDBapp usage with iPads at two responses. Also, for UDBapp
usage with participants’ personal mobile devices, the Happy Holidays show received the highest
number of responses at 36, and the Higher, Faster, Louder show received the fewest number of
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responses at 11. These results were expected, as the Blue Band required that all members use the
application for the Game of Thrones and Happy Holidays shows. Furthermore, while UDBapp
charts were available for the Higher, Faster, Louder show at the end of the season, band
members had already learned the show earlier in the season and may not have felt it was
necessary to use the application as a means to re-learn their movements.

Significance of Prior Experience
The next set of survey questions were designed to assess whether any variables such as a
participant’s prior marching band experience could skew the results of this study. In all three
questions, no result was significant enough to warrant concern for the results of the rest of the
survey questions assessing varying degrees of impact mobile devices with UDBapp had on the
participants.

First of all, over 95% of participants had marching band experience before becoming a
member of the Blue Band. This result is significant, as participants would already have the
foundational marching knowledge needed to learn a halftime show, thus reducing the variance of
the survey results when members are asked to compare their experiences with paper drill sheets
early in the season and UDBapp later in the season. This result was also expected, as many
auditionees for the band are coming straight from their high school’s marching band, and also
since those who do not have prior marching experience face a tougher time being selected due to
the competitive nature of the band.
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Also, of the 23 survey participants who used iPads, 22 of them owned or were familiar
with iPad or iPhone interfaces. This helps ensure that the drill learning process for the vast
majority of participants would not have been adversely affected by a lack of understanding of the
digital interface they were using.

Finally, 92.7% of participants had not used UDBapp before being introduced to it in the
Blue Band. The participants who had experience with UDBapp were identified as members who
had used the application during their participation in competitive drum corps.

Figure 13: Prior Experience of Survey Participants

Likert Data
Figure 14 displays the aggregated responses from participants to the 5-point Likert scale
questions on the survey. The general consensus of participants regarding favorability for each
survey question within a margin of 5% of participants is depicted using a green (generally agree),
grey (neutral), and red (generally disagree) color-coded scheme.
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Figure 14: Likert Question Data
Notably, 65.9% of participants agree that their mobile device with UDBapp was effective
in helping them learn their halftime drill whereas 47.8% of participants agree that the band’s
iPads with UDBapp was effective in helping them learn their halftime drill. Furthermore, 73.1%
of participants agree that they understand how to use UDBapp effectively and 63.4% of
participants agree that they believed set formations seemed cleaner while using mobile devices
with UDBapp. Also, of the 16 Likert scale questions, 36.6% of participants strongly agreed with
the statement, “Using a mobile device with UDB gave me an understanding of the drill that
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would be unattainable if I was using paper drill.” Band members also felt like they were able to
learn their drill more quickly and were more motivated to learn their drill.

Band members were split between their support to five of the Likert scale questions.
Specifically, band members felt neutral about the effects mobile devices with UDBapp had on
drill retention, confidence in learning drill, amount of participation in squads, and the efficiency
of UDBapp over paper charts. Band members were also neutral as to whether the band
adequately trained members on how to use UDBapp.

On the contrary, band members generally did not respond in support to two of the Likert
style questions. In particular, 46.3% of participants disagreed with the statement, “Rehearsals
seemed more efficient while using mobile devices with UDB.” Band members also did not
believe they were able to focus more while learning drill on mobile devices with UDBapp.

Open-ended Data
Many of the open-ended responses confirmed the data from the general survey. There
were 133 responses for the five open-ended questions on the survey, and there were many similar
comments and themes that appeared in response to the open-ended questions.

When asked to provide examples of aspects in which UDBapp was effective in helping
members learn their halftime drill, the most common response pointed to the ability in UDBapp
to view movements in real time via animations and understand how members fit into a particular
set of the drill. As one participant stated, UDBapp was effective in that it gave them “The ability
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to see the entire form moving and how you fit in.” Another participant commented, “I think
having the music play while looking at my spot and where I fit in formations was helpful in
becoming familiar with the show. Then going through with only my performer shown helped me
to memorize and isolate difficult sections.” Participants also noted the benefits of having the drill
charts available to all members, as “Having the charts easily accessible to everyone in the band
allowed us to see the ‘big picture’ without relying solely on our squad leader.”

In addition, participants responded positively to some of the other unique functionality
offered in UDBapp, such as showing members their direction of travel for set movements and
displaying their exact coordinates for each movement. The latter proved especially helpful, as
Squad Leaders “Didn’t need to write out a spreadsheet which was nice.” As another participant
stated, “I enjoyed being able to see exactly where my spot was supposed to be, and the path to
get there. I also enjoyed the coordinates being already written out.” More so, one participant
reported that they liked “Seeing the arrow direction of where I was going rather than looking at a
coordinate in words and trying to visualize where to go.” That student also appreciated “Being
able to see the individual steps to see when crosses/halfways happen.”

Participants also reported some downsides to the Blue Band’s implementation of
UDBapp and provided suggestions on how to improve the halftime drill learning process with
the application. Many participants reported inconsistencies in the way they are used to viewing
drill via paper sheets with the way the drill was presented in UDBapp. This issue is likely a result
of the process in which directors are accustomed to writing drill in Pyware not being compatible
with the way UDBapp is meant to be used. One participant suggested that directors “Align the
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language directors use [in Pyware] with the language used on the UDB app. I think the UDB app
is great. However, because directors were using different language [in Pyware] than the [UDB]
app, it made the process extremely confusing and hard to follow.” One participant also explained
an issue in UDBapp with the band’s standard practice of using subsets in paper sheets for
complex drill movements, as “Using UDB for the counts was really confusing because we often
had many subsets, so the counts displayed on UDB wouldn't make sense.”

Participant responses featured both positive and negative attitudes towards mobile
devices in the learning of marching drill. One one hand, many participants appreciated the
convenience and accessibility mobile devices offered over the use of paper sheets. As one
student explained, “One thing I liked about using mobile devices to learn drill is that we could
look at the drill anywhere.” Participants also expressed the flexibility and portability of utilizing
a screen over paper sheets. As one participant stated, “The large screen of the iPad seemed to be
a more useful setting for looking at the whole form.” Furthermore, another participant
commented, “On my phone I could zoom in really close to see how a form looked that I couldn’t
do with paper charts. I didn’t have to worry about carrying around a packet of paper charts and
flipping pages, folding pages to fit in my pocket.” Regarding portability, one participant noted
the benefit of being “able to have access to the full drill charts on a screen much smaller and
easily portable than the paper sheets used in past years and earlier this year.”

However, on the other hand, some participants were not as receptive to using mobile
devices, as they claim it hindered their learning process. Individuals learn in different ways and
user adoption to process changes especially in the realm of technology can be challenging. One
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participant noted their aversion to moving away from paper sheets and suggested to have mobile
devices act “as an aid not a replacement to paper methods. Not FORCING this to be the ONLY
way of learning drill. People learn in different ways not the most ‘modern’ way.” More so, one
participant reported an operational challenge of using mobile devices, as they claim “It was hard
to use both my phone and the music sometimes. If we memorize our shows, then I think it will
be helpful because we can learn the show movements, and then once we have them down, work
on adding the music. However, it felt like a lot to balance with the UDB and looking at the
music.” Finally, one participant felt like the use of iPads offers little value over members’
smartphones, stating, “I'm still a bit unsure about widespread use of iPads, at least for learning
drill (in my opinion. I just used my phone and it worked fine).”

Lastly, several participants noted the challenges of implementing and adopting the use of
mobile devices with UDBapp. Being an entirely new procedure for learning marching drill,
members may have felt that “When we first started using the UDB app, it felt like we were
‘drinking from the fire hose’.” Another participant commented, “I had to answer ‘neutral’ on a
lot of the questions because I think we had a lot of growing pains this year. I don't think it was
the fault of the app itself.” As with any new technology implementation, time is needed to
properly train users in order for a proper adoption of the technology. Several comments
explained a need for more in-depth training on how to use the application, which may have
contributed to some of the former comments. Overall, many users positively received the usage
of mobile devices with UDBapp, and feel as though “UDB is an app that will continue to grow
and shape into an extremely versatile and important aspect in learning drill. We learn a new
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show almost every week and next year will have multiple of those in a row so utilizing it will
help us.”

Continued Usage of Mobile Devices with UDBapp
Finally, participants were asked whether or not they think the Blue Band should continue
to use UDBapp and invest in iPads for future seasons. 47.5% of participants supported continued
iPad usage while 52.5% were opposed. However, when only accounting for participants who had
used an iPad during the season, 56.5% of participants supported continued iPad usage while
43.5% were opposed.

As for continued UDBapp usage, a large majority, 82.5%, of participants supported
continued UDBapp usage while only 17.5% were opposed. This result supports the responses
from the Likert data, as participants tended to rate the effectiveness of the application in various
aspects favorably more often than not.

Figure 15: Continued Usage of Tools
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Discussion

Overall, survey participants responded favorably to the band’s implementation of mobile
devices with UDBapp to learn their halftime drill more often than not. In particular, a majority of
participants felt as though their mobile devices with UDBapp allowed them to learn their
halftime drill effectively and that UDBapp gave them an understanding of the drill that would be
unattainable if they were using paper drill charts. Survey participants agreed that the use of iPads
with UDBapp were effective in learning their halftime drill more than the participants that
disagreed with the statement, though questioning on continued iPad usage within the band
received mixed results. Participants also felt as though they were able to learn their drill more
quickly, were more motivated to learn their drill, and felt like set formations seemed cleaner
through the use of mobile devices with UDBapp.

Regarding the use of paper sheets for learning marching drill, there were a number of
limitations identified that can be solved with the transition to a digital interface. Specifically, due
to paper’s intrinsic nature of only being able to display a single set at a time, there is limited
information available to portray how formations fluidly transition from one set to the next. For
example, from a single drill sheet, band members cannot ascertain the direction of travel to their
next set and also cannot gauge what their step size will be to their next set given the number of
counts in that particular set. This system results in a mental disconnect, as every band member
must flip through multiple drill sheets in order to mentally map out how they will precisely move
from one position to the next for every movement in a show. As explained, UDBapp gives users
the ability to view intuitive pathways and drill movements as they would appear in real time via
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playable animations. As a result of the technological affordances of the digital interface, the
mental disconnect between the still paper images and the mental mapping process is removed,
thus enabling a faster transfer of information. This beneficial step into a higher degree of fidelity
supports the data gathered from the survey participants. In particular, among the most common
positive responses to the band’s implementation of mobile devices with UDBapp refer to the
benefits obtained from viewing the animation of a movement and consequently giving
individuals an idea of how they fit into the bigger picture of a set formation.

In addition, since the application is distributed to the entire band, all members can access
the drill charts whether they are Squad Leaders or not. This is another identified benefit of
mobile learning, the ability to quickly access content anytime and anywhere (Hashemi et al.,
2011; Joanne & Michael, 2013; Rossing et al., 2012). In addition, the adoption of the application
promotes individual accountability for all band members, as the ability to view entire coordinate
sheets within the app eliminates the need for Squad Leaders to write out drill for their squad
members. Such freedom gave Blue Band members the opportunity to learn their drill their own
unique way. Many members reported that they did not need to write as many drill notes in their
music before practices, as the application was able to provide them with a more cohesive
learning experience that reduced the need for detailed written reminders. Furthermore, since the
application can calculate and display what a member’s step size will be for each movement,
members are given much more information compared to paper sheets before they even take their
first step. As such, mobile devices paired with UDBapp offer the benefit of learning marching
drill right the first time and potentially saving time on repeating sets during rehearsals. Several
participants acknowledged this benefit, conveying that the added information had heightened
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their tacit knowledge of the drill learning process and consequently helped them increase their
production output. Lastly, participants supported the usage of mobile devices for many factors
such as their portability, ability to access drill charts at any time, and sustainability compared to
the printing of paper drill packets. This study’s findings support the claims and conclusions
presented in the relevant literature that was reviewed for this paper. Refer to Figure 16 below to
understand the varying learning outcomes of the survey participants in relation to the reviewed
literature.

Figure 16: Learning Outcomes and Supporting Literature
However, the transition to mobile learning and increasing fidelity by abandoning paper
sheets in the Blue Band was not without its flaws. Any implementation of a new technology
solution will always carry the burden of having to learn new processes and fix unintended bugs.
The way the Blue Band implemented these solutions was no exception, and changes in the way
drill is written in Pyware as well as proper training for staff and band members must be made for
a seamless and effective transition to the new system. Many band members pointed out that there
was just not enough adequate training on how to use UDBapp. Also, drill inconsistencies from
Pyware to UDB posed issues and confusion upon learning drill for the first time. For instance,
outdated Pyware versions and the use of certain symbols were not always supported in the
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UDBapp interface. In these instances, a key had to be generated linking the Blue Band’s paper
sheet symbols with those presented in UDBapp (Figure 17).

Figure 17: Pyware to UDBapp Performer Key
More so, drill was not always written in Pyware that, when uploaded to UDBapp,
complemented the way the application was meant to be used. Take for example the scenario
below for learning a movement. As you can see in Figure 18, the green line indicates where the
performer’s next move is (i.e., from set 1 to set 2, the performer moves slightly forward and to
the left). Looking at the top information bar, the performer can gather more information
indicating that the move is 8 counts with a step size of 8 to 5 (8 22.5” steps for every 5 yards).
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Figure 18: Drill Set 1
Based on the length of the green directional line in conjunction with the larger step size
and number of counts displayed in the set, it is apparent that there is something wrong, as
moving 8 counts with 22.5” steps will force the performer to overshoot their destination
coordinates by a considerable margin. Looking at the performer notes for clarification, the
performer can notice that the move is actually supposed to be 16 counts (Figure 19).

Figure 19: Drill Set Performer Notes
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After looking at the next set (Figure 20), it becomes apparent what is going on. Notice
that in the new set, the counts are set to 16 and the step size is set to 48.25 to 5, which is much
more representative of the previous set’s instructions.

Figure 20: Drill Set 2
What is happening is that counts and step sizes are being displayed the set after which
they are relevant to the performer. So, if the performer wanted to learn how many counts they
needed to take and the step size required to their next set, they would have to look one set ahead,
memorize the information, then go back a set to view their direction of travel. This is not the way
that drill is meant to be designed for UDBapp. Instead, performers are supposed to be able to see
all pertinent information to a set before they take their first step. In other words, users should be
able to see the number of counts and the step size they need to take to their next move on the
same screen that shows the direction of travel for that move.

Other application features were not always utilized, such as adding measure numbers to
Pyware charts that would carry over to UDBapp and eliminating the use of subsets in favor of
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using the animation features of the application. The latter point is particularly important.
Specifically, the use of subsets in traditional paper sheets helps break down big and complex
moves into smaller digestible chunks. While this helpful for paper sheets, the use of subsets is
unnecessary once performers can see their movements animated in real time. As such, the
addition of subsets in UDBapp may have inhibited the overall user experience using the app, as
users were forced to navigate through multiple screens to view a single movement. Finally, the
various features within UDBapp may also lead to confusion, as members are all of a sudden
overloaded with plenty more information than they are used to with paper sheets. In total, the
aforementioned issues may have hindered some of the benefits members could have gained
through the use of the application, and consequently may have affected the participants’
perceptions of learning for this study.

As for the band’s usage of iPads, their exact use case for learning drill received mixed
responses. On one hand, the larger display allows members to view more information. On the
other hand, smaller smartphone displays offer similar functionality that is much more portable. A
few suggestions are to provide iPads to staff members as they do not need to carry instruments,
squad leaders who would benefit from the larger display and can provide their squad with more
information, or drumline members as a substitute for the music binders and drill sheets they
carry. However, further testing is needed to better understand the benefits of iPads for learning
marching drill.
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Conclusion

Educational institutions, administrators, and teachers are increasingly acknowledging the
need to respond to both internal and external pressures when it comes to students’ education;
and, the ability to find, evaluate, and use information effectively is crucial for modern day
students to enhance engagement, critical thinking, and problem-solving skills (Cobcroft et al.,
2006; Wakefield & Smith, 2012). As indicated by the results of this study, despite limitations
and challenges, the perceptions of the transition to mobile learning among participants were
favorable towards beneficial learning outcomes more often than not. A such, I propose that the
utilization of mobile devices with specialized drill learning software is a substantial and
beneficial next step for marching bands in our ever-evolving digital world. Upon full adoption,
these tools can change the way marching bands learn marching drill and conduct rehearsals. As a
part of this process, proper implementation and change management is needed for a seamless
transition to the new model. While Blue Band members responded favorably to the band’s 201819 usage of mobile devices and UDBapp in this study, I believe further exploration and research
is needed. It is possible that future research may uncover different results that may support or
challenge my claims, as the initial implementation of this solution was not without its flaws. As
such, I recommend that future studies take into consideration the implementation pitfalls
displayed in the discussion section of this paper in order to correct these issues and gain a better
representation of user support and learning perception for these technological tools.

This study also identified a number of unintended consequences regarding the transition
to mobile learning for learning marching drill. Specifically, as a part of optimizing processes
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through the use of mobile technology, the utilization and job responsibilities for Squad Leaders
diminished. This factor is mainly a result of the automation of certain processes through the use
of digital technology and an increased emphasis being placed on the individual accountability of
band members. Such a change requires a reevaluation of the roles of a Squad Leader, and further
research would be needed to understand the affects this change has on the organizational
structure and job responsibilities in marching bands.

As displayed in the findings of this study, the importance of this research is grounded in
increasing the efficiency of learning drill in marching bands. Specifically, if marching bands can
improve their learning processes by using mobile devices and specialized software to make
information more relevant to the task at hand, then they can ultimately improve their
understanding of that information and increase their overall production.
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Blue Band UDBapp and iPad Feedback Survey
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